Fitting Process

The concept of custom fitting golf clubs is not new to the game of golf. Touring professionals
have been using specially tailored clubs from the beginning. Equipment was traditionally made
by specialized craftsmen who were able to build balanced and consistent sets of clubs. What
sets Dimension Z Golf apart from the other fitting companies is "precision". Many of the larger
name brand companies offer a line of custom fit irons, but these irons are still made using their
mass production techniques, resulting in sets that are not precisely matched. Often your
choices are limited as well. If you need a longer club you will have no choice on swing weight
ranges (i.e. long and light or short and heavy).
Our Fitting system is made of demo clubs with several different combinations of head design,
shaft length / flex, and lie angles providing the customer with the broadest range available in a
fitting system. Many of the other companies who claim to fit only offer one head design at one
weight point. Having varying head designs and weight points is critical in determining what will
work best for you. For example, if you are 6' tall you will need a long club. If the manufacturer
only carries one weight point that player will be stuck with a heavy swing weight. At Dimension
Z Golf our specs can be made in much larger range of length and swing weight. All fittings take
place with a fully trained golf professional certified by Dimension Z Golf. This Dynamic fitting
process allows the player to test different specifications working with a trained professional who
can determine the best possible club characteristics for your swing and playing style.
The Dimension Z fitting system consists of these key measurments:
Club length
Shaft Flex
Clubhead selection
Lie/Loft Angle
Grip size/style
Set Make-up

Click here to learn more about the Fitting Process or Find A Fitting Location Near You
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